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...a result of senseless killing of young black
men like Trayvon Martin who was killed by a
member of neighbourhood watch, George
Zimmerman. The influence of that
movement is like a “Wild Fire in the
Harmattan”, across the globe, and we want
our readers to resonate with that spirit. We
want to to do this by building bridges to
eradicate extreme supremacy, stop violence
inflicted on Black communities and create a
safe space for Black communities,
imagination and innovation.
I am delighted to bring to you all the
2nd edition of our Newsletter, “THE
FORUM”. The Theme for this edition is
‘Building Bridges’. Why? because we
are working hard to identify and
promote best practice and policy that
will create strong and closely
coordinated
partnerships
and
collaborations
between
families,
youth,
advocates,
communities,
service providers and agencies. This
further means, we want to do
something more to support better
collaboration by building bridges
between our communities.
We have seen in the past months,
peaceful protests, mass marches,
portrayals of violence, petitions,
political
speeches
and
demonstrations. We continue to see
movements advocating for an end to
racial inequality on a mass scale.
Racism and race are not a oneconversation and by no means
contains all the answers, we simply
hope to provide the foundations of
good places to start and continue to
help inspire the discussion and
empower families and communities to
work towards racial equality. We have
all seen the influence of the Black
Lives Matter Movement as
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There is further manifestation of building of
bridges clearly echoed in the United Nations
Declaration for The International Decade for
People of African Descent (IDPAD) focusing
on Recognition, Justice and Development.
We have the right to equality and nondiscrimination; to remove all obstacles that
prevent our equal enjoyment of all human
rights, economic, social, civil and political,
including the right to development. We also
need to introduce measures to ensure
equality before the law, notable in the
enjoyment of the right to equal treatment
before the tribunals and all other organs
administering justice. We can further have
our right to development and measures
against poverty.
I want to take this opportunity also, as this
is the last edition for this year, to thank all
our membership, stakeholders, partners,
friends and families, for your unflinching
support, encouraging comments and healthy
critics. We wish you all good health and
strength and a merry yuletide time. Be safe,
maintain your social distance and see you
all in 2021!

Thanks.

'HISTORICALLY CONSCIOUS CITY'

TIM COLE
IN CONVERSATION
WITH PENINAH
Q1.) Tell me about Tim Cole the Man and
his role in the History Commission?

Q2.) What are the Objectives of the Bristol
History Commission?

I’ve been in Bristol for the past 25 years, i came
here for my first job as a lecturer in social
history at the University of Bristol. I think the
social history bit is kind of important, I’ve
always been interested in the past, I’ve always
been interested in particular, the everyday life
dimensions of the past, and the experiences of
ordinary men and women, so less the history of
politics, I've never really been as interested in
the states, or political acts. My role within the
History Commission is to act as the Chair for the
commissioners leading the project and to work
closely with the City Council culture team and
with communities, and with partners across the
city to enable the conversations at city level to
happen, so its a bit of a networking role, and
maybe a bit of a strategic vision role, just to try
and help that process along.

“A chance for a city to have a city-wide
conversation about it’s past, so in a sense to
invite the whole city to explore its past together”
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I’ll say a bit about my role, and a bit about the
commission, I’ll start with the commission, so I
think, in many ways the commission comes from
Marvin’s vision, you know as mayor, for the
toppling of the Colston statue to be a moment
to invite a city to reflect upon its history. I think
it’s interesting, when I've been down to where
the plinth is, often you’ll see families walking by
or just a bunch of young people walking by, and
actually if you overhear them, they're talking
about the statue and about the history of the
statue, and about what the the roles of statues
are. People are having really profound kind of
intellectual conversations in part, because
triggered by this, and maybe more people across
the city are having those kinds of conversations
more people are interested in finding out...

...what was Bristol’s role in the transatlantic
slave trade? or who was Colston? and why
was he here? have other people tried to
trade? have other people tried to topple him
in the past? I feel like people are asking
those questions. I think
Marvin really
wanted was this feel like an opportunity, for
us as a city to do a little bit more reflection
and exploration, and so, to me that’s very
much the history commission, is a chance for
a city to have a city-wide conversation about
it’s past, so in a sense to invite the whole
city to explore its past together, so to kind
of be almost skilled-up and resourced-up, to
have the kind of rare materials that enable
everyone in city to explore their own
personal past and family past, but also the
past of their communities within the city, or
I think as well more generally the city as a
whole. I think for me, what would happen if
we as a city were historically literate’ so if
we kind of really understood our past, what
would we be and what would we become?
So, what sort of citizens would we be if we
were more historically literate, what kind of
neighbours, and community, organisations…
what kind of individuals would we be?
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Q3.) Please expand on the Scope and Remit,
the methodology expected to be used or the
approach? And how community knowledge
systems will be used to inform it and what
the impact / outcomes can be used to
influence relevant institutions
“We invite the city to explore just a very small
number of questions” I think that is the challenge
to the commission and something I’ve been
really thinking a lot about. So, the way I’m
imagining it at the moment is that we invite the
city to explore just a very small number of
questions so to take all of that complexity of
history and then reduce it down to a series of
questions which can feel like they can make
sense of it.

What have we remembered?
Which is a question really about public space in
the city, and the kind of absences and presences
in the city, who’s represented where and who’s
not represented and why.
Where have we come from?
Which in a sense is a question about the fact that
any city grows as a result of migration, in
particular, economical migration, so cities don’t
grow because loads of people are born there, they
grow mainly because people move in, and so
that’s partly about family history.
What have we made?
The economic history of Bristol? And that’s
obviously where things like, if we start looking at
things like tobacco or we start looking at things
like sugar for the chocolate industry, then we
have to ask questions about where are those
things produced? Bristol is a city that’s made all
sorts of things over time, and one of those things
that’s interesting about the present moment in
Bristol is things like the creative economy
What have we fought for, and what have we
fought over?
The history of Bristol as a city of campaigning,
and I think one of the things that’s interesting
there is, so if you taking something like the
abolition debate, what’s really interesting about
Bristol is, Bristol is a city that’s incredibly divided
because you’ve got strong abolitionist’s, but
you’ve also got people really countering and
fighting against abolition, even something like
the bus boycott in Bristol, the bus boycott is
interesting because it brings into conflict the
white trade union movement, and black bus
workers, you get kind of a conflict, there is a
similarity of class so race becomes the centre of
that conflict.
After we’ve done all this reflection - What do we
want to remember now?
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We invite the city for a
very small number of
questions

To me, I guess one crucial thing is how do
we, create spaces where we can listen hard
to each other so we can hear each other and
hear the answers to the questions, that is the
real challenge, how do we listen well to
each other. That’s what almost scares me
about this, but it almost excites me about it
as well but I feel like it’s a very bold vision
that Marvin played out for the history
commission, it was a bold invitation and I
accepted his invitation to chair it. I think,
probably it will take 3 years, this will be a
long process rather than a short process and
I think it needs to be a long process, I think
there’s a challenge in keeping people
engaged, but I think people will be engaged
in different ways with different questions,
some may resonate more than others. I think
it’s about using a range of methods, so from
the digital through to the physical, material,
so to experiment with a broad range of
methods, and I think at the beginning, we’ll
need to do a little bit more initially which is
digital because of the current context but
then hopefully next year we can start to do
more face to face things.

Q4.) Impact on next year politics….
That’s a really hard question because if
Marvin wasn’t to win the election and a new
mayor was to come in, they may decide that
they don’t want to have a commission. My
sense is that although the commission is set
up by Marvin, it is very much now
independent from him, and Marvin has now
passed that over to me to lead so it’s me
chairing it, not Marvin chairing it, I think
Marvin set this thing up but he very much
wants me to run it as an independent. I think
one of the things is us as a commission
really need to deliver in the first period so
that we deliver something of value for the
city quickly so that anyone that would come
in would see that there’s value in having this
conversation, so whatever their political
stripes and their own position they would
come in and be like, oh yeah actually this is
doing some really important work so that
creates challenge, how do we deliver this?

Q5.) Vision on final impact….
Just in terms of the more short-term things,
so each of the questions would produce
some sort of real deliverables, real stuff that
people could grapple with, for example on
that first piece of work on what have we
remembered, there would be some resources
developed people could access which would
be, how can I read a monument, I’d love to
put together a D.I.Y tool kit for counter
memorialisation and sort of gorilla
memorialisation, I can be empowered and
memorialise myself, so what are the ways in
which I can be engaged in acts of
memorialisation. In Bristol, there is loads of
amazing acts of subversive gorilla
memorialisation that’s taken place in the last
20 or 30 years...
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Q6.) If we could dream...
...I think it’s about pulling those together,
celebrating those, actually making those
better known and people feeling empowered,
so people read the memorials that are there
and also creating their own memorials as
individuals or communities.
I think to also do some work for Marvin and
the council which is to say, this is the
situation, for example, things like women,
there’s so little representation of women
statues or memorials in the city, it’s kind of
shocking I think, the only women there is, is
Queen Victoria. I think its about making that
clear, and to be able to say to the council that
this is the situation as we currently have it,
there’s incredible misrepresentation in the city
name’s, and the city’s public spaces and now
we want you to do something about it, as a
city, we want to at least have a conversation
about should we have representation of far
more women within the city, far more people
of colour. So, in some ways it’s kind of like
doing an audit of just who is memorialised, so
there are some key deliverables.
Secondly History teachers in our city are super
key partners because a lot of them are really
interested in these questions and they want
more diverse curriculum, and they’re the key
delivers of history to our kids, or the black
humanities crowd at Bristol that I know well
again, I think it is about, it’s less us doing it
ourselves, I think we have a role to produce
the material, but a lot of it is them taking it.

What would it look like in a few years’ time, if
all of this is happening so what I’d love
actually is in 3 years’ time, what would it look
like to be a city that more understands our
history in a deeper way and understands each
other in a deeper way? That’s what I’m
hopeful about, could there be some sort of
transformation as a result of this, and I guess
for me a lot of transformation always happens
probably bottom up, I guess that’s why I’m a
social historian because I’ve always been
interested in bottom up initiatives. I think
that’s what would be great about this is
actually, if we can sort of light a bunch of
little fires across the city where people were
able to explore things and learn from that and
influence, what would happen as a result of
that, is there a sort of groundswell as a result
of that that makes Bristol a different city in 3
years’ time than it is now? I’m hopeful. That’s
what I’d love, a history literate city and history
literate citizens, that to me, is the thing that’s
really important to try and develop. Say if you
took an example, say the Somalian
community in Bristol, I think if more of us had
more knowledge of Somalian history, I think
that would mean there would be a change in
relationships,
there
would
be
this
understanding, if we could understand a little
bit about where people have come from and
why they left the country, what’s the nature of
their experience, I think suddenly you start to
change, It’s kind of getting to know people
isn’t it, knowing someone’s history is a way
where you know someone in a deeper way,
you can know a little more of where they’re
coming from and why they do certain things,
what other pressure points on their lives. I
think history is about understanding ourselves
and understanding others.

For more information…

We’ll at least have some kind of website up
very soon.
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JIMMY'S
REFLECTIONS
ON THE
REPARATIONS
AGENDA
Since 2015, the Stop the Maangamizi Campaign
(The Maangamizi is the African Holocaust of
chattel, colonial and neocolonial forms of
enslavement) in association with the Afrikan
Emancipation
Day
Reparations
March
Committee have been organising the annual
Afrikan Emancipation Day Reparations March.
The campaign presented the Stop the
Maangamizi Petition to the Office of the UK
Prime Minister calling for the establishment of
an All-Party Parliamentary Commission of
Inquiry for Truth and Reparatory Justice. A Green
Party councillor has lead the way on the first
successful motion to demand government
reparations for slavery, on Wednesday the 15th
July Lambeth Council passed a motion calling on
the UK government to establish a commission to
study the impact of UK involvement in the
transatlantic trafficking of enslaved Africans and
to make reparations.
In recent months Bristol has also become a
centre of political activity around the issue of
reparations and the history of the city’s
relationship to its own past. Back in August we
saw the toppling of a statue of one of Bristol’s
most famous ex-residents Edward Colston (2
November 1636 – 11 October 1721) who made
his living in part from the exploitation of African
humanity. The dramatic events that surrounded
the pulling of the statue to the ground then to
be dragged by the assembled crowd and
unceremoniously dumped into...
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Greens lead on first successful
motion to demand government
reparations for slavery

...the same Bristol Channel that brought his
profits back to him from their triangular
journeys seemed to those who have suffered
from his actions to be some form of poetic
justice and the fact that this action saw copy-cat
activities take place around the world.
The opportunity to build on the momentum of
the Colston drowning was taken when the
Green Party driven by Bristol Councillor and exLord Mayor Madam Cleo Lake presented a
challenging motion for discussion on the
council chamber that invited the city to embrace
its history of enslavement and to consider the
legitimacy of a programme of reparations that
brings meaningful change to its relationships
with African people living in Bristol as well as
Africans resident in the areas of the world...

...where the impact of the sons of Bristol is
still being felt to this day – The motion was
placed on the agenda for a full council
meeting but was not tabled, much to the
disappointment [but not surprise of the
members of the African community who were
interested in political developments in this
city.
In addition to committing to returning to the
Bristol Council Chamber Councilor Lake and
International Network of Scholars and
Activists for Afrikan Reparations worked to
have the Green Party adopt the policy of
pursuing a proposal to establish an All-Party
Parliamentary Commission of Inquiry for Truth
and Reparatory Justice to commit the UK
government to atone and make reparations to
the descendants of enslaved African people, in
accordance with international human rights
law.

The case for British slavery
reparations can no longer
be brushed aside.
- Afua Hirsch
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Possibly in response to the criticisms that
were aimed at the Labour Party for their
role in blocking the motion of the Green
Party, the Mayor of Bristol Marvin Rees has
commissioned a group of academics to look
closely at the history of Bristol. The council
says the mayor "invited the commission to
help Bristol better understand its history
and how we have become the city we are
today", adding: "The commission was
initiated after the events of this summer
and its work will include the history of
slavery as well as the full scope of events
that have impacted the city.
Oh yes things are moving on the
reparations front here in Bristol and the
community needs to stay tuned to see what
emerges.

- Jimmy Taylor

SDG ALLIANCE

IN LOCKDOWN 2020
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
can be described as an international framework
to address social, economic and environmental
challenges faced by people and planet. The
2030 Agenda includes seventeen Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs),
Members of the African diaspora are
disproportionately over-represented in the
urbanism’s criminal justice and mental health
systems, whereas we achieve disproportionately
poorer outcomes in educational attainment,
employment nd leadership roles than other
ethnicities. This illustrates breaches.. breaches
of the International Convention for the
Elimination of All for of Racial Discrimination
(ICERD) 1965. Bristol’s SDG Alliance includes
social entrepreneurs such as African Voices
Forum (AVF) which represents the urbanism’s
African diaspora communities, as well as UWE
Bristol, the City Office and other stakeholders. I
have represented the AVF’s Board in Bristol’s
SDG Alliance includes social entrepreneurs such
as African Voices Forum (AVF) which represents
the urbanism’s African diaspora communities, as
well as UWE Bristol, the City Office and other
stakeholders. I have represented the AVF’s Board
in Bristol’s SDG Alliance since 2019, to advocate
race equality through inclusive democratic
community involvement in implementing the
2030 Agenda. In that regard, the city’s Voluntary
Local Review (VLR) provides guidelines for
implementing SDGs and received accolades for
its exemplary approach to ...to sustainable
development of urbanisms prior to the advent of
the COVID-19 pandemic earlier this year.
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During lockdown the City Office first advised
the SDG Alliance of the Mayor and his
administration’s claim to put SDGs at the heart
of Bristol’s post-COVID-19 recovery plan
through it’s One City Approach, in May 2020.
The Alliance advised SDG 10 and SDG 16 are
important to demonstrate Bristol is exemplar
in equitable broad reaching implementation of
the 2030 Agenda. Members of the Alliance
were impacted in various ways by the
lockdown, with some such as AVF showing
dynamism and resilience in adapting
strategies to serve local communities.
Notably, AVF ALAM Project held an online
event on climate change, and the social
enterprise also published a fortnightly COVID19 newsletter at the height of lockdown.
I represented AVF on a Governance subcommittee of the SDG Alliance that
participated in online meetings and discussion
around the Alliance’s future governance, given
social and economic threats posed by COVID19.
It was agreed the SDG Alliance’s future
objectives should include driving policy
framework, connecting different sectors,
increasing awareness and best practice, and
multi-level governance. The Governance Subcommittee
distributed
agreed
future
Objectives, Terms of Reference, Purpose, and
ideas for Funding to the other SDG Alliance
members prior to a Bristol SDG Alliance Zoom
meeting that I chaired on 10 September 2020.
These proposals were discussed in Breakout
rooms during the meeting, and subsequently
approved in an extra-ordinary SDG Alliance
Governance meeting on 24 September 2020,
with a few amendments to be agreed. I also
wrote a brief article on the work of AVF for
Global Goals Week which was published in
Bristol’s Global Goals Centre Blog.

- H. B. Adediran Olaiya, M.A.
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NIGERIA AT 60
Reflections from the Chairperson
Betty Singan-Betty Olayide Fanu (JP)

Precisely 60 years ago on the 1st October
1960, Nigeria gained her Independence and
became a Sovereign Nation. Sir Abubakar
Tafawa Balewa the 1st Prime Minister of
Nigeria expressed in his speech through her
Royal Highness Princess Alexander of Kent, to
her majesty Queen Elizabeth the 2nd
acknowledged with gratification in his words
said, ‘God Save Our Queen’. Those were his
words 60 years ago when Nigeria became a
Commonwealth Nation.
Your excellency, my dear comrades, it gives me
great joy to make history here in Bristol United
Kingdom on the event of the Nigeria 60th
Independence Anniversary to stand before your
honorable selves and raise the Nigerian flag in
commemoration...
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I Thank You All. God bless Nigeria, The
Gentle Giant of Africa
...at the invitation of the Lord Mayor Jos Clark
and the Mayor of Bristol Marven Rees.
In the 60’s Nigeria had just 4 Regions and it
was beautiful ruled by the Ministers of each
Regions; the Northern Region (currently)
Northern
State
which
consists
the
Hausas/Fulani’s, Western Region (currently)
Western State which is the Yoruba’s; the
Eastern Region (currently) Eastern State which
is the (Ibo)Igbos and the Ibibio’s, Mid-Western
known as the Benin/Deltas and finally the
Southern
Region
(known
as)
Bayelsa/AkwaIbom and the Cross River States.

I want to draw your attention to
Lagos where I come from, Lagos is
the heart beat of Nigeria-West Africa,
it is a City on the move well known
for its abundant richness in culture
and heritage; such as the Sky Scrapers
and the Eko Atlantic, and in its natural
resources; the economic stability and
its forward thinking in leadership.
Lagos is a leader in the film industry,
the Nollywood which is standing
second to Hollywood, in its cocoa
business and its oil industry.
Nigeria has come a long way since its
independence and has had its own
fair share of challenges.as many
people still live in poverty, and some
government administration plagued
by allegation of mismanagement as
well as worsening insurgency by the
lslamist Militant known as Boko
Haram Group. This group caused
havoc, they killed tens of thousands
of people, displayed millions more.
This group were responsible for the
abduction of more than 200
schoolgirls from the Northern State of
Borno in April 2009 with the plan to
trade them under the leadership of
President Jonathan Good luck. Despite
its challenges, Nigeria played gentle
giant of Africa, used its influence to
contribute to peace in West Africa and
the broader regions especially its
inextricable contribution to the deescalation of conflicts in Liberia,
Sierra Leone and the Gambia.
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The Nigerian Association Bristol and
the West of England would particularly
like to commend and thank the Lord
Mayor Jos Clark and Mayor of Bristol
Marvin Rees. Particularly, the Mayor of
Bristol Marvin Rees good work on
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion in
Bristol over the past three years has
been about good relationships between
all the different minority group in
Bristol and the good people of Bristol.
The Nigerian Association in Bristol
wants to help develop closer links
between Nigeria and Bristol and to
support the integration of Nigerians in
Bristol.
The Mayor of Bristol, Marvin Rees
through his One City Plan, has set out
his Clear Vision for Bristol’s One City
and the Nigerian Community wants to
be part of that Vision...
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...of a United Bristol. On behalf of the
Nigerian Association Bristol and the
West of England, I, Singan-Betty
Olayide
Fanu
(Chairlady)
would
particularly like to commend the Lord
Mayor Jos Clark, the Mayor of Bristol
Mayor Marvin Rees, the staff of the
Bristol City Council College Green that
have contributed to the success of this
great event, I say, Daaaluso, Ese pupo,
Sannu, Emeela and finally to Ms. Saida
Bello, the Housing Solicitor - Bristol
City Council, College Green for her
selfless and relentless support in the
Nigerian Association Bristol (NAB).

The

Vision

of Young Nigerians
When I'm an adult i would like to be a
mechanical engineer. I chose this because I
love creating things and designing a lot.
Hopefully i will get a good job from this and if
i have a family (by god's grace) i will look after
them and provide for them as well as my close
friends and people who have supported me my
entire life(parents, aunties uncles, cousins)

Doyin Kudehinbu
Hello my name is Doyin Kudehinbu. I'm 15
years old and I live in Bristol with my mum
and younger brother Dayo and I’m Nigerian
by origin. I am in year 10 and I enjoy all my
subjects particularly geography, 3d design,
drama and PE.
My hobbies include watching movies
particularly marvel, comedies, action and scifi films. I also enjoy playing with my friends
on my ps4 and going to the park to play
basketball. In my school I have participated
in many events and activities and have won
competitions and represented my school
well. I have played rugby and basketball and
have done athletics.
http://www.africanvoicesforum.org.uk

in the next 20 years i hope that the world is
more eco- friendly and people will be living in
homes rather than being homeless and having
no food or water. I hope that the nations can
unite and we can end all violence and hatred
upon one another. I also want technological
advancements to be even better and from this
we can create new and better ways to live. I
pray that the world will become a safe place
for everyone in the future
For Nigeria, in the 70th independence i want
the country to be government corrupt free and
help the country rather than being greedy and
taking things that don't belong to them. I also
hope that women can have a bigger role and
can have their own say and thoughts. I hope
Nigeria can be recognised across the world as
one of the best African countries and people
can see how great my country really is. I hope
by 70 years we shall be a better country.

- Doyin

Zainab Bello
I am Nigerian and born in the UK. I’ve lived most of my life in Bristol. I now work as a
junior doctor in Cornwall. I love baking and experimenting with food in my spare time.
Working as a doctor is an enjoyable and challenging experience. It has allowed me the
freedom to do a variety of things I enjoy whilst also looking ahead. I love being
independent and looking forward to the future. I aspire to be happy doing the things I
love whilst having time for my loved ones. An ambition of mine is to improve health
education for the population on a large scale to give more power to the people when
it comes to knowing about their health. I hope that in the future social stigmas are less
of an issue and people have much better mental and physical health.
I see Nigeria at 70 still being lively and I hope the population would be feeling more
positive as the public are better listened to. I envision a country with plans in place to
improve the quality of life for the most deprived.

- Zainab
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Chiamaka Fortune Onovo
My name is Chiamaka Fortune
Onovo. I am an A level Student
studying at Bristol Cathedral Choir
School. I am aspiring to become a
Lawyer, writer, and motivational
speaker. As an avid reader studying
English Literature A level, I enjoy
engaging in complex ideas posed by
authors and am interested in the
human condition, hence taking
Biology and Psychology.
My vision for the future is one of not
just equality but equity. To me this
means equal opportunity for all
individuals in education, welfare,
healthcare, workforce. Particularly,
black people and women which I
feel are under-represented groups in
society. I strongly believe that we
should all strive for a future in which
the education of girls will be
promoted rather than prevented in
countries such as Afghanistan and
Pakistan where the Taliban outlawed
education for girls over the age of
eight . I look forward to a future in
which Governments worldwide strive
to educate rather than indoctrinate. I
wish for violent misogyny...

...and the toxic ideologies that fuel it to be eradicated. I
feel it is important that in the future we have a heightened
awareness about how misogyny leads to women all over
the world being killed. I strive to have a future in which
black lives really matter and tensions within the black
community such as colourism be highlighted and resolved.
I often find myself inspired by the Nigerian writer
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie and her personal navigation of
ideas such as race. In my opinion, in the near future, both
Black and female representation in the media is important
for young black girls like me to be able to identify
themselves with role models and thus aspire to have roles
of empowerment. I hope to see a decrease in the role social
media plays in causing people low mental health. A world
where the “superpowers” will cease undue dominance and
exploitation of the economically weaker nations but rather
genuinely support them so that everyone feels happy and
secure wherever they may find themselves.
Nigerian Culture is beautiful. I love Afrobeat and Afro
Dance. Currently, my favourite artist is Rema. However, I
think it is undeniable, having observed. the current social
and political climate- Nigeria as a state needs a complete
overhaul. I often eavesdrop on my parents debating about
Nigerian Politics. It inspires me how although they now live
quite different lives in the UK as British Citizens they still
see Nigeria as their home and Nigerian issues still
emotionally affect them, although not necessarily
physically. I believe it is important that in the future we
treat all issues of humanity as if they are our own rather
than sitting and watching from afar in a chair of privilege.
We need trustworthy leaders who are not just accountable
for the rich minority but the poor, disadvantaged, elderly
and young members of society. I vision a future in which
health, infrastructure, and other social services like access
to justice becomes priority to anybody in a position of
power. The need for genuine democratic processes is
becoming more evident. I dream of Nigeria where
corruption is treated like a plague, where the education of
women is not seen as a threat but a tool for societal
empowerment. I believe each generation has a purpose.
And as Frank Fanon once declared ‘Each generation must,
out of relative obscurity, discover its mission, fulfil it, or
betray it.’ Having followed the ENDSARS Protests in
Nigeria.

- Chiamaka

Foluke’s Blog
Each generation stands here, keepers of the
flame.
What will they pass on to the next?
A towering inferno?
Or smoldering smoke?
Each generation stands here, makers of the
music
What will they pass on to the next?
An increasing crescendo?
Or a dwindling diminuendo?
Each generation stands here, preparing the
feast
What will they pass on to the next?
A flowing cornucopia?
Or a rotting mess?
This generation stands here, keepers of the
flame.
What will happen next?
Will it fizzle out?
Or will it set the world on fire?
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COVID-19 UPDATE
Bristol Mind
Are you Shielding?
From Sept-Dec 2020, Bristol Mind is providing a specific free counselling service to
individuals shielding as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. for individuals shielding
due to the pandemic. We are primarily looking to provide this service to those in
the Bristol wards/areas stated below, and those identified as higher risk, such as
BAME residents and older individuals:
Avonmouth
Barton Hill
East Hill fields
Filwood
Hartcliffe & Withywood
Knowle West
Southmead

St Paul’s
Whitchurch Park
Lawrence Hill
Lawrence
Weston
Lockleaze

If you are interested in this service, please contact:
counselling@bristolmind.org.uk for a registration form.
For this service we are accepting either self-referrals, referrals from family members, or
referrals from agencies. Please note that our general ‘Meeting Minds’ counselling
service is not free but is low cost, and is self-referral only.
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Other Announcements
AVF Secures A 3-Year Partnership to Deliver on
Common Ambitions project
Bristol’s 2019 HIV Health needs assessment found that there is a
disproportionate number of people of African and Caribbean
heritage with undiagnosed HIV, late HIV diagnosis associated with
poor health outcomes, and stigma resulting in lower uptake of
HIV/sexual health services.
This project, led by Brigstowe, aims to rebalance health
inequalities in this area by increasing the uptake of HIV testing
and broader sexual health services, and reducing late HIV
diagnosis and stigma. It will support those who, to date, have had
limited voice and power to make decisions about their
communities’ specific sexual health needs. Key to the project will
be that health care professionals and researchers will coproduce
the project with community members, who will be fully involved
in decision-making, delivery and evaluation.

Membership Engagement Day
AVF will beholding a membership engagement day in January
2021 as part of their annual activity. The event aims to bring all
members together on a virtual platform to reflect on the activities
of the organisation and to give some feedback on the priorities
and vision for each individual member organisation. Please watch
out for the date...

Reflections on Black/ African History Month
Over the course of October 2020 AVF hosted 3 – key events led by
Donna Pinnock across the themes of Youth. Women and Culture.
These events were hosted on virtual platforms and are available
to view on the AVF Facebook page as they were live streamed. A
full evaluation will be published at the membership engagement
day annual report. We reached audiences of over 4000 over this
period and got some positive feedback from participants, as a
result we will host more regular events on the digital platform
from January 2021. Watch this space…

David Dravie-John,
vice chair of the
African Voices Forum,
said: “AVF is delighted
to be part of this
wonderful partnership
project, that will
address the
inequalities faced by
African and Caribbean
heritage communities

ABOUT

African Voices Forum (AVF) is a Bristol-based network of African and
African-Caribbean community associations/organisations, other
community organisations working to empower Africans and AfricanCaribbean's to take active part in policies and initiatives that
concern them, as well as other organisations that share and support
the forum’s values, principles, and objectives.

AVF

PRINCIPLES & BELIEFS
The African Voices Forum mission is informed by
the following beliefs:
In the power of community development as
a process which gives people confidence and
skills to exercise greater power in their
everyday lives.
In working in partnership with other
organisations that share similar beliefs in
order to maximise resources and influence.
That properly constituted community
organisations can help empower individuals
and make them contribute towards a a
cohesive and vibrant society.
That racial, religious and cultural diversity
adds value to our society, and that everyone
has the right to equality of opportunity.
In the unique role of the African and AfricanCaribbean community sector as part of the
broader voluntary and community sector.

OUR MEMBERSHIP
Afrika Eye

Kombo Sillah Association

African Initiatives

Nigerian Association Bristol (NAB)

Association of Uganda

Pax Productions Ltd

Bristol Zimbabwean Association

Savannah Development Foundation

Cameroonian Association

Sierra Leone Bristol Association

Gambian Hidden Talent

(SLEBA)

Senegambia Association

Sierra Women's Independent Group

Ghana Community Bristol (GBC)

(SWIG)

Full Circle

Tan Teddy Folk Group

Kenya Association

Women in Serious Endeavour
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